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An Early Look at Second-Quarter Earnings 
Key takeaways 
» Year-over-year earnings growth in the second quarter is likely to be robust—but not as 

strong as the results in the first quarter of this year. 

» We believe investors will likely pay close attention to the results in each and every 
quarter of this year. At some point in the near future, we also believe they will start 
thinking about what earnings growth should be in 2019. 

What it may mean for investors 
» We expect second-quarter S&P 500 Index earnings growth to be in the 17-18% range 

(year-over-year), helping to drive our 2018 earnings growth forecast of 16.1%.  

» Domestic equity fundamentals remain strong. We favor U.S. equity markets today—
and recommend that investors use any pullbacks to put sidelined funds to work in the 
market. 

After a strong first-quarter earnings season, we wanted to begin thinking about what 
the second-quarter results might be. The media has been talking about the potential for 
strong economic growth in the second quarter—with some Wall Street pundits 
projecting growth that is well north of 3%. In fact (and at the extreme), the “GDPNow” 
forecasting model from the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta estimates that real 
(inflation-adjusted) U.S. economic growth in the second quarter will reflect an 
annualized growth rate of 4.5%.  

But we doubt that gross domestic product (GDP) growth will come in at a pace that is 
that robust. The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta’s model has tended to overestimate 
GDP growth over its history. According to the latest Bloomberg survey, the consensus 
estimate for second-quarter GDP growth (quarter-over-quarter, annualized) is 3.1%. 
That may be a touch conservative, but it is in line with the long-term growth rate of the 
U.S. economy. From everything that we have seen thus far (and with a few weeks left to 
go in the quarter), we certainly agree that economic growth in the current quarter looks 
solid. 
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The earnings outlook 

Having a good grasp on the level of economic activity (for the current quarter and 
future quarters) is obviously key to estimating earnings growth for S&P 500 Index 
companies. It is no mystery that it is the underlying economy that fuels company 
earnings. A good economy generally provides the opportunity to produce meaningful 
earnings growth—while a poor economy requires companies to buckle down and 
operate more efficiently in order to squeeze out profits within any given suboptimal 
macro environment.   

So what is likely in terms of year-over-year earnings growth for the S&P 500 in the 
second quarter? In the first quarter, along with the consensus on Wall Street, we 
underestimated just how powerful the tax-code changes would be for corporate 
profitability. But revenues also were better-than-expected. In addition, companies even 
appeared to be uncertain how much their companies (and their downstream customers) 
would benefit from the tax cuts initially. As a result, earnings guidance was very 
conservative. Very few corporate executives wanted to go out on a limb and 
overpromise. During most earnings reporting seasons, somewhere between 65% and 
68% of companies beat the average “Street” estimate. In the first quarter of this year, 
nearly 80% of companies’ results came in ahead of expectations. 

Table 1 shows that we expect second-quarter S&P 500 Index earnings growth in the 17-
18% range (year-over-year). We also believe that the Energy sector is likely to post the 
strongest year-over-year growth rate—as many Energy-sector companies continue to 
benefit from the rebound in oil prices. Recall that in 2016, crude oil traded down to near 
$26 per barrel, well under half of the current level ($65 approximately). Those outsized 
earnings gains likely will continue to slow over the next handful of quarters as the 
comparisons to prior periods get tougher (and the price of oil likely settles back a bit). 
The Energy sector only makes up approximately 6% of the S&P 500 Index’s total market 
capitalization. As in the previous handful of quarters, the outsized Energy-sector 
earnings gains have had a noticeably positive effect on overall domestic earnings 
growth.   

Outside of the Energy sector, the magnitude of earnings growth in the second quarter 
drops off dramatically (see Table 1). Yet, in our opinion, the Information Technology 
sector (at more than 26% of the S&P 500 Index’s total capitalization) should report 
earnings gains in the 20% area. Other large segments of the index, like the Financials, 
Industrials, and Consumer Discretionary sectors, also should report nice year-over-year 
gains (21%, 13%, and 13%, respectively). We do not look for these trends to change over 
the balance of the year. 
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Table 1. Wells Fargo Investment Institute preliminary earnings estimates: 
S&P 500 Index sectors (Ranked top to bottom) 

 
Sources: Wells Fargo Investment Institute, S&P Capital IQ, June 6, 2018. Estimates are based on certain assumptions and on our views of market and 
economic conditions, which are subject to change. 

Percentage change year-over-year (estimated)

Energy 125.00%

Materials 27.00%

Financials 21.00%

Information Technology 20.00%

Telecommunications Services 14.00%

Industrials 13.00%

Consumer Discretionary 13.00%

Health Care 9.00%

Consumer Staples 7.00%

Utilities 0.00%

Real Estate -1.00%

S&P 500 Index 17% to 18%

 
Investment implications 

The second quarter likely will represent a slight slowdown in earnings growth relative 
to the robust first quarter—but we still expect results to be quite good. At this time, it 
appears that 10 of the 11 S&P 500 sectors will show positive year-over-year 
comparisons, and it would not take much to see gains across the board. In our opinion, 
investors will likely pay attention to the results in each and every quarter this year. 
Sooner than later, however, we believe that they also will start thinking about what 
earnings will look like in 2019. The market assumes (and we agree, at this point) that 
earnings growth next year is not likely to be anywhere near as strong as it should be 
this year. Next year, the big boost from tax-code changes will not be available. Where 
that 2019 earnings growth rate will fall, however, is just speculation at this point. Yet, we 
feel quite certain that it will not be the year-over-year earnings growth of 16.1% that we 
expect to see this year.
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Sameer Samana, CFA 
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Neutral 

U.S. Small Cap Equities 

 
Favorable 

U.S. Large Cap Equities 

 
Favorable 

U.S. Mid Cap Equities 

 
Neutral 

Developed Market  
Ex-U.S. Equities 

 
Neutral 

Emerging Market Equities 

 

Being in the wrong sector can be painful 
Positioning in the right industries and sectors is a key part of equity investing—and the 
year-to-date (YTD) performance of the groups in the S&P 500 Index is an important 
reminder of its value. The chart below shows that—while the S&P 500 Index has gained 
YTD—there are only three sectors (Information Technology, Consumer Discretionary, 
and Energy) that have outperformed. For investors that are more heavily concentrated 
in the other eight sectors, it more than likely has been a tough year. 

As the U.S. economic cycle continues to mature, we believe that performance 
dispersion between the sectors will remain wide. While earlier in the cycle U.S. equity 
sectors generally moved up and down together, we now expect those correlations to fall. 
We believe this has implications for investors’ portfolios. In our opinion, investors (and 
their investment professionals) would be better served by monitoring sector exposure 
along with asset-class exposure (and rebalancing as appropriate). 

Our constructive macroeconomic and fundamental equity outlook lead us to favor more 
cyclical sectors—those that are more likely to benefit from economic growth, such as 
Consumer Discretionary, Industrials, Financials, and Health Care. We also would avoid 
overexposure to the more defensive sectors, such as Consumer Staples, Telecom 
Services, and Utilities. 

Key takeaways 

» Sector exposure can be an important driver of equity returns, and this year is no 
exception—as dispersion between the best and worst sector performers has been 
significant. 

» We favor leaning toward more cyclical sectors, such as Consumer Discretionary, 
Financials, Industrials, and Health Care, while minimizing exposure to defensive 
sectors like Consumer Staples, Telecom Services, and Utilities.  

Sector dispersion picks up YTD

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Wells Fargo Investment Institute, June 6, 2018. For illustrative purposes only. The S&P 500 Sector Indices measure the 
performance of the widely-used Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) sectors and sub-industries. Each index comprises those companies 
included in the S&P 500 that are classified as members of their respective GICS® sectors. The S&P 500 is a market capitalization-weighted index 
generally considered representative of the US stock market. Index returns represent general market results, assume the reinvestment of dividends and 
distributions and do not reflect deduction for fees, expenses or taxes applicable to an actual investment. An index is unmanaged and not available for 
direct investment. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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Unfavorable 

U.S. Taxable Investment Grade 
Fixed Income 

 
Favorable 

U.S. Short Term Taxable Fixed 
Income 

 
Neutral 

U.S. Intermediate Term Taxable 
Fixed Income 

 
Most Unfavorable 

U.S. Long Term Taxable Fixed 
Income 

 
Unfavorable 

High Yield Taxable  
Fixed Income 

 
Unfavorable 

Developed Market  
Ex.-U.S. Fixed Income 

 
Favorable 

Emerging Market 
Fixed Income 

Yield volatility is below normal 

In recent weeks, it might seem like the bond market has been getting whipsawed. Ten-
year U.S. Treasury note yields hit a high of 3.11% in mid-May before falling to 2.78% by 
month-end as geopolitical and Italian political fears gripped the markets. While the 
bond market may feel volatile, a deeper look into fixed-income volatility suggests that it 
remains below historical averages. The Merrill Lynch Option Volatility Estimate 
(MOVE) Index, which measures implied bond-market volatility on 1-month Treasury 
Options stands at 54.3 today. That is well below the 20-year average of 91.7. 

The chart below displays the historical range of annual yield movements for the 10-year 
Treasury note. The 10-year Treasury note typically trades in a fairly wide yield range 
over the course of a year. Since 2000, the average calendar year trading range (the 
difference between the year’s highest and lowest yield) for the 10-year Treasury note is 
135 basis points or 1.35% (100 basis points equals 1%).   

Yearly trading range of the 10-year Treasury yield 

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Wells Fargo Investment Institute, June 5, 2018. For illustrative purposes only. Yields represent past performance and fluctuate 
with market conditions. Current yields may be higher or lower than those quoted above. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
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We expect a bond-market environment with increased volatility as central banks 
continue to normalize interest rates. It is likely that investors will face more meaningful 
yield moves, both higher and lower, this year. In our opinion, investors should be 
prepared for a return to normal bond-market volatility going forward, rather than the 
below-normal environment that we recently have experienced. 

Key takeaways 

» By understanding that interest-rate volatility is a normal part of bond-market trading 
patterns, we believe investors may be less emotional when the inevitable periods of 
volatility occur.  

» We are favorable on short-term fixed income and most unfavorable on long-term 
fixed income. We see better risk/return opportunities for investors in shorter 
maturities than in longer-maturity issues.  
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REAL ASSETS 
 

John LaForge                                                                                                   “The sensitivity of men to small matters, and their indifference  
Head of Real Asset Strategy                                                                                                                                                                                          to great ones, indicates a strange inversion.”                                                      
                                                                                   -- Blaise Pascal                                                                          

 
Unfavorable 
Commodities 

 
Neutral 

Private Real Estate 

 
Favorable 

Public Real Estate 

Copper pop not necessarily a global growth sign 

Last week, copper rose 8%, to more than $3.30 per pound. We’ve been asked if this is a 
sign of accelerating world economic growth. Our answer is—“don’t count on it.”   

While copper’s weekly gain was impressive, keep in mind that copper prices are only 
flat YTD. Last week, copper prices appeared to be reacting to supply concerns, not 
necessarily extra economic demand. Workers at the Chilean copper mine, Escondida, 
stoked fears of supply disruptions with the potential for a strike—as contract 
negotiations stalled last week. Escondida is no ordinary copper mine, as it accounts for 
roughly 5% of world production. Most rhetoric that we are hearing points to an eventual 
resolution of the contract dispute at Escondida. 

To keep prices elevated from here, copper likely needs better GDP growth from China. 
China accounts for nearly 50% of world copper demand. Chart 1 highlights the 
connection between copper prices and Chinese GDP growth. For those investors trying 
to tie copper’s recent move to stronger global economic growth, we say watch China. 
China is the key to sustainably higher copper prices—and at this point—Chinese GDP 
growth is not confirming the move higher in copper prices.   

The bottom line is that we’re not expecting the recent move in copper prices to hold. 
We’re still expecting lower copper prices by year-end 2018. 

Key takeaways 

» Labor tensions at the world’s largest copper mine have prompted supply concerns 
and a spike in copper prices. 

» We do not expect the recent copper-price increase to hold. 

Copper prices versus China GDP 

Sources: Bloomberg, National Bureau of Statistics of China, Wells Fargo Investment Institute. Quarterly data: March 31, 1992 - March 31, 2018. Year-
over-Year = YoY.
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ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS 
 

Justin Lenarcic 
Global Alternative Investment Strategist

 
Neutral 

Private Equity 

 
Neutral 

Hedge Funds-Macro 

 
Neutral 

Hedge Funds-Event Driven 

 
Favorable 

Hedge Funds-Relative Value 

 
Most Favorable 

Hedge Funds-Equity Hedge 

 
 
 
 
 
Alternative investments, such as 
hedge funds, private equity, private 
debt and private real estate funds 
are not suitable for all investors and 
are only open to “accredited” or 
“qualified” investors within the 
meaning of U.S. securities laws. 

Hedge funds are reducing “FANG beta” 
Prime brokerage data indicates that many Long/Short Equity hedge funds are heavily 
allocated to the Information Technology sector.1  In fact, the degree of how “crowded” 
long portfolios are within technology names is near historical highs.2  This can be 
concerning when taken at face value, especially given the painful reversals of crowded 
trades that have occurred for hedge funds over the years. While exposure to any 
crowded sector should be continually analyzed, we would also point out the significant 
decline in the rolling-20 day beta between Long/Short Equity hedge funds and “FANG” 
stocks seen in recent weeks.3  

Beta is simply a measure of how sensitive portfolio returns are to market returns. In the 
chart below, the “portfolio” is defined as the HFRX Equity Hedge Index, while the 
“market” is defined as the NYSE FANG+ Total Return Index. Throughout the analysis, 
there are periods during which hedge fund performance is highly sensitive to FANG 
returns and also periods when performance is much less sensitive. Interestingly, as the 
performance of the FANG stocks accelerated in 2017, FANG beta (using this 
comparison) was largely below average. It increased toward year-end 2017 and 
remained elevated as managers added FANG exposure during the February 2018 
correction. Yet, in recent weeks, it has declined materially once again. 

Key takeaways 
» Long/Short Equity hedge funds remain heavily allocated to the Information 

Technology sector, and portfolio crowding is near historically high levels. 

» However, hedge fund beta to the FANG stocks has declined materially since the first 
quarter 2018 correction. 

Declining hedge fund beta to “FANG” stocks 

 
Sources: Hedge Fund Research, Inc., Bloomberg, June 2018. For illustrative purposes only.  An index is unmanaged and not available for direct investment.  Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. Equity long/short investing refers to buying perceived undervalued equity positions and selling short perceived 
overvalued positions.  Significant long or short exposure to a particular sector or sub-sector can magnify the risk level of a particular long/short equity strategy. 
Please see the end of the report for index definitions and sector and asset class risk considerations.   
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1 “Why the Crowding Tailwind Might be Fading,” Morgan Stanley Strategic Content Group, May 31, 2018. 
2 ibid. 
3 “FANG” is an acronym for four high-performing technology stocks -Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google (now Alphabet). Beta typically measured 
the volatility, or systematic risk, of a security or a portfolio in comparison to the “market” as a whole. Beta shows the tendency of a security's return to 
respond to market volatility. The mention of specific securities is not a recommendation or a solicitation for any person to buy, sell or hold a particular 
security 
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Risks Considerations 

Each asset class has its own risk and return characteristics.  The level of risk associated with a particular investment or asset class generally 
correlates with the level of return the investment or asset class might achieve. Stock markets, especially foreign markets, are volatile.  Stock 
values may fluctuate in response to general economic and market conditions, the prospects of individual companies, and industry sectors.  
Foreign investing has additional risks including those associated with currency fluctuation, political and economic instability, and different 
accounting standards. These risks are heightened in emerging markets. Small- and mid-cap stocks are generally more volatile, subject to 
greater risks and are less liquid than large company stocks. Bonds are subject to market, interest rate, price, credit/default, liquidity, inflation 
and other risks. Prices tend to be inversely affected by changes in interest rates. High yield (junk) bonds have lower credit ratings and are 
subject to greater risk of default and greater principal risk. The commodities markets are considered speculative, carry substantial risks, and 
have experienced periods of extreme volatility.  Investing in a volatile and uncertain commodities market may cause a portfolio to rapidly 
increase or decrease in value which may result in greater share price volatility. Real estate has special risks including the possible illiquidity 
of underlying properties, credit risk, interest rate fluctuations and the impact of varied economic conditions. 

Sector investing can be more volatile than investments that are broadly diversified over numerous sectors of the economy and will increase a 
portfolio's vulnerability to any single economic, political or regulatory development affecting the sector. This can result in greater price 
volatility. Risks associated with the Consumer Discretionary sector include, among others, apparel price deflation due to low-cost entries, 
high inventory levels and pressure from e-commerce players; reduction in traditional advertising dollars; increasing household debt levels 
that could limit consumer appetite for  discretionary purchases; declining consumer acceptance of new product introductions; and 
geopolitical uncertainty that could impact consumer sentiment. Consumer staples industries can be significantly affected by competitive 
pricing particularly with respect to the growth of low-cost emerging market production, government regulation, the performance of overall 
economy, interest rates, and consumer confidence. The energy sector may be adversely affected by changes in worldwide energy prices, 
exploration, production spending, government regulation, and changes in exchange rates, depletion of natural resources and risks that arise 
from extreme weather conditions. Investing in financial services companies will subject a portfolio to adverse economic or regulatory 
occurrences affecting the sector. Some of the risks associated with investment in the health care sector include competition on branded 
products, sales erosion due to cheaper alternatives, research & development risk, government regulations and government approval of 
products anticipated to enter the market. Risks associated with investing in Industrials include the possibility of a worsening in the global 
economy, acquisition integration risk, operational issues, failure to introduce to market new and innovative products, further weakening in the 
oil market, potential price wars due to any excesses industry capacity, and a sustained rise in the dollar relative to other currencies. There is 
increased risk investing in the industrial sector. The industries within the sector can be significantly affected by general market and 
economic conditions, competition, technological innovation, legislation, government regulations, among other things, all of which can 
significantly affect a portfolio’s performance. Materials industries can be significantly affected by the volatility of commodity prices, the 
exchange rate between foreign currency and the dollar, export/import concerns, worldwide competition, procurement and manufacturing and 
cost containment issues. Technology and internet-related stocks, especially of smaller, less-seasoned companies, tend to be more volatile 
than the overall market. The Telecommunications sector is subject to the risks associated with rising interest rates which could increase debt 
service costs, competition, increased costs to providers due to potential for large equipment upgrades. Utilities are sensitive to changes in 
interest rates and the securities within the sector can be volatile and may underperform in a slow economy. 

Alternative investments, such as hedge funds, private equity/private debt and private real estate funds, are speculative and involve a high 
degree of risk that is suitable only for those investors who have the financial sophistication and expertise to evaluate the merits and risks of an 
investment in a fund and for which the fund does not represent a complete investment program. They entail significant risks that can include 
losses due to leveraging or other speculative investment practices, lack of liquidity, volatility of returns, restrictions on transferring interests 
in a fund, potential lack of diversification, absence and/or delay of information regarding valuations and pricing, complex tax structures and 
delays in tax reporting, less regulation and higher fees than mutual funds.  Hedge fund, private equity, private debt and private real estate 
fund investing involves other material risks including capital loss and the loss of the entire amount invested. A fund's offering documents 
should be carefully reviewed prior to investing. 

Hedge fund strategies, such as Equity Hedge, Event Driven, Macro and Relative Value, may expose investors to the risks associated with the 
use of short selling, leverage, derivatives and arbitrage methodologies. Short sales involve leverage and theoretically unlimited loss potential 
since the market price of securities sold short may continuously increase. The use of leverage in a portfolio varies by strategy. Leverage can 
significantly increase return potential but create greater risk of loss.  Derivatives generally have implied leverage which can magnify volatility 
and may entail other risks such as market, interest rate, credit, counterparty and management risks.  Arbitrage strategies expose a fund to the 
risk that the anticipated arbitrage opportunities will not develop as anticipated, resulting in potentially reduced returns or losses to the fund. 

Index Definitions 

The HFRX Equity Hedge Index tracks strategies that maintain positions both long and short in primarily equity and equity derivative 
securities. A wide variety of investment processes can be employed to arrive at an investment decision, including both quantitative and 
fundamental techniques. The NYSE FANG+ Index is an equal-dollar weighted index designed to represent a segment of the technology and 
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consumer discretionary sectors consisting of highly-traded growth stocks of technology and tech-enabled companies. An index is unmanaged 
and not available for direct investment.  

General Disclosures 

Global Investment Strategy (GIS) is a division of Wells Fargo Investment Institute, Inc. (WFII). WFII is a registered investment adviser and 
wholly owned subsidiary of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., a bank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company. 

The information in this report was prepared by Global Investment Strategy.  Opinions represent GIS’ opinion as of the date of this report and 
are for general information purposes only and are not intended to predict or guarantee the future performance of any individual security, 
market sector or the markets generally. GIS does not undertake to advise you of any change in its opinions or the information contained in 
this report. Wells Fargo & Company affiliates may issue reports or have opinions that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions 
from, this report. 

The information contained herein constitutes general information and is not directed to, designed for, or individually tailored to, any 
particular investor or potential investor. This report is not intended to be a client-specific suitability analysis or recommendation, an offer to 
participate in any investment, or a recommendation to buy, hold or sell securities. Do not use this report as the sole basis for investment 
decisions. Do not select an asset class or investment product based on performance alone. Consider all relevant information, including your 
existing portfolio, investment objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity needs and investment time horizon. 

Wells Fargo Advisors is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, but is 
not licensed or registered with any financial services regulatory authority outside of the U.S.  Non-U.S. residents who maintain U.S.-based 
financial services account(s) with Wells Fargo Advisors may not be afforded certain protections conferred by legislation and regulations in 
their country of residence in respect of any investments, investment transactions or communications made with Wells Fargo Advisors.  

Wells Fargo Advisors is a trade name used by Wells Fargo Clearing Services, LLC and Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC, 
Members SIPC, separate registered broker-dealers and non-bank affiliates of Wells Fargo & Company. CAR 0618-01395 
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